
Sky Mirror - webpolling
Vote, send feedback and comments
or ask questions using smartphones 
and tablets.
On all platforms.
Globally certified standards.

log-in

webpoll

Interactive PresenterTM
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ABSOLUTE SECURITY

Any operator´s internet access.
Wi-Fi use is also possible.
System can create own local net.

All data transfer is encrypted, 
for maximum security.

using your name - anonymously.

PIN code or fingerprints for ID
(for school and university                
exams).
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results
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webpoll

vote for online results

result graphics
in PowerPoint Add-In
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unique online graphics
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Real Time - online graphics for 3D impressions 
of audience opinion split in different response 
groups to enhance dialogue.

Our Graphics Engine has been 
the gizmo of choice by global enter-
prises like Microsoft, Cisco, Nokia, 
and many more to be used in various 
events, launches, seminars, 
congresses - all there is to it given its 
ease of adaptation and various 
capabilities for a number of kinds 
of use. The use is only limited by 
imagination. If you can imagine it, 
we can povide it.
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Sky Board - 
Feedback and 
Comment Wall

Incoming messages can 
be shown to the audience 
as such or they can be 
filtered/moderated before 
they are projected to the 
screen.

comment
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OUR SERVICES:

•	 consultation, process planning
•	 system design and build-up
•	 event planning
•	 technical support
•	 maintenance
•	 data analyses, reports

CONTACT INFORMATION:

ismo@di.fi
+358 - 40 - 555 9813
info@di.fi


